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For doors that are to be painted, use alder or mahogany to make the shaker trim. Specializing in hardwood furniture, trim carpentry, cabinets, home improvement and architectural millwork ...
How to Make Shaker Trim for Cabinet Doors
Shaker beadboard is simplicity at it's best. It's elegant enough to be found in high-end homes, and simple enough to use on cottages or ranch homes. It's affordable, and relatively easy to build ...
How to Make a Shaker Beadboard Door
After eight years working with the Danish textile company on fabrics, Simons is embarking on his most ambitious interiors project yet.
Raf Simons on the Quiet Elegance of His Shaker-Inspired Accessories Collection With Kvadrat
Country kitchen ideas aren't just for rural dwellers. As many of us are spending more times in our homes – wherever their location – thoughts have inevitably turned to interior surroundings and how we ...
Country kitchen ideas – 42 ways to ultimate rustic inspiration
Both Angela and I could feel pressure build up while dry-shaking the ... be messy or potentially leave water marks on the furniture.” A good shaker will also have a weighted bottom, Bruno ...
Best Cocktail Shakers
As you’ll see below, I’ve listed at least 35 mistakes you might be making if you’re trying to save money. But take hope: For every mistake, there’s a clever and easy fix that’ll be sure to free up ...
35 Mistakes You're Making If You're Trying To Save Money
Perhaps creating a bar area with a cocktail shaker and bar tools or even a coffee station ... Cramming your space with extra furniture can make it feel claustrophobic and may look less appealing to ...
Feature: How to make your holiday home more appealing to tourists
The result has been a boom in home remodeling for everything from DIY projects to major home remodels ... The Catalina style features a full-overlay 5-piece Shaker door and drawer fronts.
Cabinet solutions help custom shop keep up with demand
are best known today for their furniture, architecture and music. You may even know the two-verse “Simple Gifts” Shaker song. However, the Shakers also had a successful business growing ...
Shaker-inspired art on display at Albany International Airport and historic site nearby
NEW YORK – E-commerce luxury furniture brand Burrow a new bookcase ... for those who want stylish storage without the hassle of hanging. The bookcase pairs Shaker-inspired woodworking with easy setup, ...
Looking for simple storage that’s highly crafted? Burrow offers a solution
Lead is regularly found in vintage items more than 40 years old, but also in many new, cheaply made dollar-store goods. Children are especially susceptible to lead-poisoning even at low levels.
Whether from an antique shop or discount store, toxic lead items are easy to buy
By the way, if you are looking for a shaker to make your shakes in, the Myprotein Metal Shaker is a great option. The metal makes it easier to clean and provides less of a plastic-like flavor ...
Whey Forward Is the Future of Animal-Free Protein Powder
Just remember to take the measurements – both of the item and of the space available, including things such as door frames – to make sure they’ll fit. It’s not just furniture ... “It was a pine shaker ...
The rise of reuse: How to furnish your home for free, from your bathroom to your kitchen
Two of the main streets in town are populated by mom-and-pop shops selling antiques, fine art, Shaker furniture and books ... Locally owned, go-to spot for build-your-own and specialty sandwiches ...
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